Travel guide
Conference “On melting ground. Arctic Archaeology”
(20th to 22nd October 2021)
Flight to Germany
The arrival of the conference participants should take place the day before (19th October). Please
note that only flights with economy class can be reimbursed by the organizers. For travelers from
abroad the nearest arrival airport to Chemnitz is Berlin (BER). There are also limited flight
options to Leipzig or Dresden. For travelers from overseas the more distant Frankfurt airport
(FRA) is also a possible option.
Railway to Chemnitz
From Berlin you can travel to Chemnitz by train. The new airport railway station is located below
Terminal 1 of Berlin Brandenburg Airport. There you can take the Airport Express (FEX), RE7, RE
14 or RE17 to get to the train stations with regional rail transport. The change to the regional
trains (ICE, IC) is either in Berlin Hbf (Central station) or in Berlin Südkreuz (Only RE17). The
second change to the train to Chemnitz is in Leipzig.
Please note that the train ride from Berlin takes approximately 3–3.5 hours with stopovers in
either Leipzig or Dresden. These and other travelling options can be found at the website of
German rail services where you also can buy the tickets in advance:
https://www.bahn.com/en/offers (Click on Timetable & booking)
Ticket from: BER Berlin Brandenburg Airport Terminal 1-2 -> to: Chemnitz Hbf

Please select the 2. class Ticket, No Bahncard and Flexpreis (see the picture below). The last
option means that with an ICE ticket you can use all trains to Chemnitz on the day of travel, with
an IC/EC ticket you can use any Intercity or Eurocity as well as local trains to Chemnitz. Also, you
can cancel your train before the 1st day of validity for free.
Walking in Chemnitz
The museum and hotel are located about 10 minutes walk from the Chemnitz central train
station, see the map below.
The conference will take place in the lecture hall at the fifth floor of the State Archaeological
Museum Chemnitz (smac). The museum address is: Stefan-Heym-Platz 1, 09111 Chemnitz.
Once you are at the museum, just follow the signs.
Guests will be accommodated at Hotel biendo (Str. der Nationen 12), in close proximity to the

museum: https://www.biendo-hotel.de/

